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PROPTECH ACADEMY ASSOCIATION

PropTech Academy Association was founded in 2020 and is based in Zurich, Switzerland. It
has been founded to accelerate the nation's innovation development. It is profoundly
Swiss and gains with swiss tradition, neutrality, quality and innovation tremendous
strength as a magnet for talents worldwide.

Through education, research, and innovation, Academy's exceptional community pursues
its mission of service to the nation and the world. The business areas are: research,
education, standards certification, and ranking systems.

The Academy aims to:

• Provide service and research and development work, particularly in connection with
digital transformation and innovation in the construction, real estate, and finance
sectors.

• Support universities, colleges, and companies with digital challenges in the scientific
and business areas.

• Maintain and promote the exchange between science and the public about the
development of digital transformation and innovation.

• Promote and support the training and further education of individuals and
institutions in all scientific and business areas.

• Organize events with national and international impact, support young talents and
develop, present, and strengthen Switzerland as an attractive innovation country.

The PropTech Academy's central platform of construction, real estate, and finance sectors
links innovation, technology, and sustainability. As a unique innovation space for these
communities, the academy's primary objective is to create an intellectual community of
multi-disciplinary researchers for developing professional work on innovation that impacts
these sectors' development.

However, the academy is a regulatory institution aimed to create international
standardization and evaluation processes of PropTech companies for quality management
systems in the real estate, construction, and finance sectors. They set out the
requirements that a particular product, service, or process must fulfill to establish that it is
'fit for purpose.' However, the standards relate to testing methods, terminology, and
definitions, information requirements, or the compatibility of connections.

Regularly publications
§ PropTech Books
§ Digital Trends in Real Estate and Construction
§ PropTech Innovation Index
§ PropTech Innovation Ranking
§ Property Technology Ranking
§ PropTech Homepages Ranking

§ Property Management Monitoring
§ Real Estate FinTech Monitoring
§ Smart Buildings & IoT
§ PropTech Marketplace Monitoring
§ Real Estate Investment Monitoring
§ PropTech Funding Report



PropTech Innovation Ranking Evaluation Process

A part of Standards

PropTech Innovation Ranking is not a usual and classical company evaluation process.
It is not also classical innovation evaluation. It is not aimed to analyse and evaluate
only Startups. It is created to assess every company in the real estate, construction and
finance sectors. It is also the first PropTech innovation evaluation process in theworld.

“PropTech Innovation Ranking Evaluation Process” is part of the International
PropTech Standards, which were invented and established by the PropTech Academy
Association in 2020.

The association is a regulatory institution aimed to create international
standardization and evaluation processes of PropTech companies in the real estate,
construction and finance sectors.

The standards are written for creating a quality guarantee for PropTech companies.
They set out the requirements that a particular kind of product, service, or process
must fulfill to establish that it is 'fit for purpose’. However, the standards relate to
methods of testing, terminology and definitions, information requirements, or the
compatibility of connections.

A standard is a essential document that sets out requirements for a specific item,
material, component, system or service, or describes in detail a particular method or
procedure. Standards are established by consensus and approved by recognized
standardization bodies. Standards provide individuals, businesses and all kinds of
organizations with a common basis for mutual understanding. They are handy useful
for communication, measurement, commerce and manufacturing. They make trade
more manageable by ensuring compatibility and interoperability of components,
products and services. They bring benefits to businesses and consumers in terms of
reducing costs, enhancing performance and improving safety.

The primary objective of standardization is the definition of voluntary technology,
innovation, sustainability or quality specifications with which current or future
products, production processes or services may comply. Standardization can cover
various issues, such as standardization of different grades of service and products or
technological specifications in product or services markets where compatibility and
interoperability with other products or services are essential.

The International PropTech Standards are established in cooperation with universities
and institutions. The standard committee is working independently, neutral and
without any political commitment and profit. The Committee is based in Switzerland.



Innovation Evaluation Process

As a part of international PropTech standards, PropTech Academy Association
developed a new method to evaluate companies according to innovation degree in 12
categories and with more than 100 criteria in real estate, construction and finance
sectors.

According to Ducker, (ohne “there are”) three conditions that must be met for an
innovation to be successful, including:

Innovation is work. It requires knowledge, ingenuity, creativity, and so on. Plus,
innovators rarely work in more than one area: finance, real estate, construction, or
whatever. Their work requires diligence, perseverance, and commitment. Their work
requires diligence, perseverance, and commitment.

To succeed, innovators must build on their own strengths. They must look at
opportunities over a wide range and then ask which of the options fits them, fits this
company. There must be a temperamental fit with the practitioner and a link to
business strategy.

Innovation is an effect in economy and society, a change in customers' behavior,
teachers, farmers, doctors, and people in general. Or it is a change in a process, in how
people work and produce something. Innovation must always be close to the market,
focused on the market, and market-driven. Innovation, by its nature, is risky, as is all
economic activity. But defending what was done yesterday is far riskier than making
tomorrow. Innovators define risks and seek to minimize them. Innovations are
successful to the extent that they systematically analyse the sources of opportunity,
pinpoint the opportunity, and then exploit it, whether an opportunity has small and
definable risk or larger but still definable risk. Successful innovators are conservative;
they are not risk-focused but rather are opportunity-focused.

The evaluation process contains not only classical innovation definitions and
requirements for commonmarket. The specific definitions of the PropTech sectors and
the role of uniqueness, disruption, technology, and human capital in real estate,
construction, and finance sectors are used to build a new method. It is based on eight
main categories and four sub-categories;

Unique 10 points

Disruption 10 points

Technology 10 points

Human capital 10 points

Process optimization 10 points

Sustainability 10 points



Functionality 5 points

Compatibility 5 points

Feasibility 5 points

Reliability 5 points

Market Needs 10 points

Solving Problems 10 points

Totally 100 points

The ranking is based on subjective criteria for assigning the score. The evaluated data is
based on official and public information of companies, such as a presentation,
whitepaper, demo, website and the data.

Unique

The businessmodels, services and productsmust be unique and not easy to copy.

Disruption

The new business model, service or product must create a new market or replace the
existing one.

Technology

Creating and producing new technological solutions for current needs and knowledge.

Human capital

Human capital is an important instrument for innovation and invention. They must be
educated, experienced and creative.

Process optimization

The businessmodels, services and productsmust enhance life andwork style.

Sustainability

The business models, services and products must have ecological, social and
economical benefits.

Functionality

The productsmust bemodular, suitable and interact with given systems.

Compatibility

The business models, services and products must be compatible with current
technologies and needs.



Feasibility

The solutionsmust be understandable and unambiguous.

Reliability

The solutions must have a long-life capacity and increase employee and customer
satisfaction.

Market Needs

The services and products must fulfil the market needs and gaps with a wide range of
applications.

Solving Problems

The business models, services and products must address a specific problem or solve
the right problem.

With these categories and basic criteria, the companies are evaluated according to their
businessmodel, service and product. Each category has his characteristic criteria.

The role of innovation evaluation method

PropTech Innovation Evaluation Process has been developed for the first time in
Switzerland and also in the world. They contributed to create International PropTech
Standards. That’s why it is an important step in the real estate, construction and
finance sectors. Themethod itself is an innovative invention.

The PropTech Innovation Label can be significantly more for companies because an
international recognition offers the possibility to operate beyond national borders,
which means that companies can increase their sales and revenue. Companies with a
PropTech label use this to improve their image and show the rest of the world that they
work in conformity with standards. For many buyers and customers this is a sign that
the companies offer excellent products and services. PropTech Innovation Evaluation
attempt to ensure quality, consistency, and safety and show us how to check for
quality. There are many benefits for businesses, which embrace this innovation
ranking.

The innovation label provides clear guidelines and instructions that, when correctly
applied, should ensure that a service or product will satisfy a series of specific quality,
innovation, technology and sustainability criteria, corresponding with customers’
requirements. By implementing the relevant criteria, you can achieve better levels of
performance and reliability. This will help you attract and retain customers for your
products and services, therebymaking your businessmore competitive and successful.



PropTech innovation ranking is a useful tool for ensuring that different products and
components are mutually compatible and will function properly when connected
together. By paying close attention to the innovation evaluation method, you can
make sure that all the products and services you provide are compatible with each
other, and that they will also work with products and services offered by other
companies and organizations.

Higher levels of customer confidence and satisfaction

Gaining the confidence of your customers and keeping them satisfied is crucial for the
success of your business. Innovation label can help you to achieve these goals,
because they enable you to maintain high levels of quality throughout the production
process and development, or when you are delivering a service. When your customers
are confident in your ability to provide high-quality products or services in an efficient
and consistent way, they will be more likely to continue buying your products, using
your services, and supporting your business.

Improved market access as a result of increased competitiveness and efficiency,
reduced trading costs, simplified contractual agreements, and increased quality.

Easier introduction of innovative products provided by interoperability between new
and existing products, services, and processes - for example, in the life cycle of
building, workflow management, energy efficiency, co2 reducing, smart cities, smart
buildings.

Help to bridge the gap between research and marketable products or services.

Innovation label can make an important contribution to the development of
sustainable industrial policy, unlock the potential of innovative markets, and
strengthen the position of PropTech in real estate, construction and finance sectors. It
brings a solid foundation to build and disseminate innovative technologies and
enhance business practices.

Do better business with INNOVATION LABEL



The Top 20 ranked companies in alphabetical order

Archilyse

Crowdlitoken

Droople

Fahrländer Partner

Huperty

Hypoteq

Jarowa

Lightmove

Live Track

Locatee

Nomoko

Ormera

Parquery

PriceHubble

Propbase

Neho

Smart Home

Soobr

Token Factory Switzerland

Woonig
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